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ACT I:

INT. GAS STATION - MORNING

CORA BENSON, a sixteen-year-old bleached blonde, is holding a grocery 
list. She checks the price of a box of cereal and puts it back. She crosses 
off cereal from the list. VINCE KELLER, a 24 year old handsome yet 
greasy haired man, puts his arms around her and kisses her on the cheek.

VINCE
Get it.

(beat)
C’mon they’re your favorite. 

CORA
We don’t have the money. 

Vince pulls the box off of the shelf but Cora stops him.

VINCE
Yes we do.

CORA
Vince. 

VINCE
Well, we will. The money’s coming soon.

Vince grabs at the box again but Cora stops him. 

CORA
(mumbles)

I’m sure it is. 

VINCE
Excuse me?

Cora’s voice gets gradually louder



CORA
This happens in every town, Vince. I can’t 
buy my cereal, but you assure me that the 
money’s coming and then the money 
never does. 

VINCE
This time it’s different. This time it’s Mitch 
Penderson. He’s gonna be my big break. I 
can just feel it.

CORA
Yeah and last week it was Robert Ellis. 

Vince steps back, exhales and paces. 

VINCE
You’ve got to have faith, Cor. 

CORA
Faith doesn’t buy cereal.

Vince moves towards her very close.

VINCE
I don’t need this. Especially not from you.

CORA
Well I’m all you’ve got.

VINCE
Ditto sweatheart. But you know what? You 
can go ahead and find yourself some other 
sucker to latch onto if all you care about is 
cereal.

Vince storms out.

CORA
(yelling)

Great I will.
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EXT. COUNTRY ROAD - LATE MORNING

A group of Teenagers walk past a sign that says, “Welcome to Telluride 
Colorado”. LUCINDA WILLIAMS is rambling on to NOELLE WELLS. In front 
of them is CHASE RILEY, JOSH RILEY, and MARK PARKER. Chase is trying 
to shoot pebbles down Lucinda’s shirt. Mark is playing cat’s cradle while 
Josh is looks at a map.

LUCINDA
I stole for the first time when I was like 12. 
It was pretty exhilarating. It was only a 
candy bar, but like you have to start 
somewhere you know?

Noelle swats a pebble away.

NOELLE
Chase stop.

Chase snickers and continues.

LUCINDA
Anyways, from there I went on to bigger 
things like jewelry and stuff. Once you get 
the itch it can never really be scratched.

NOELLE
Chase, I swear to God. One more pebble 
and I will smash you’re face into that 
street sign. 

CHASE
Bring it.

Noelle pushes him. Chase laughs while grabbing her hands and pulling 
them down by her waist. 

MARK
Will they. Won’t they.

Noelle and Chase stop holding hands. Noelle retreats back to Lucinda.
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JOSH
(pointing on the map)

There should be a gas station coming up. 
Think we can stop by and pick up some 
food? I’m starving.

Chase grabs the map out of Josh’s hand and points at the gas station. 

CHASE
Nice sleuthing, Nancy Drew.

EXT. GAS STATION - MORNING

As the gang enters the parking lot, Vince bursts into his RV and throws a 
duffle bag out the window.

CHASE
I love the country. It makes my home life 
look like a breeze. 

INT. GAS STATION - MORNING

Upon entering, Chase bumps into Cora.

CORA
Sorry.

CHASE
Don’t be. 

He winks at her. She rolls her eyes and smiles as she walks away. Noelle 
brushes by Chase.

NOELLE
Keep it in your pants.

Josh and Mark begin to pile up junk food on the counter.
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LUCINDA
Would it kill them to carry some Vegan 
food?

NOELLE
Considering that there is a big sign in front 
that advertises a sandwich that will 
literally cause a heart attack? Yeah 
probably.

CASHIER
That’ll be $32.25. 

Chase opens his wallet and looks at the pile of food.

CHASE
Alright, can you drop the corn nuts and, 
ew gross, pork rinds?

MARK 
Dude, pork rinds are the tits.

CHASE
Whatever, man. 

Chase hands the man the money. When he grabs the bags off the 
counter he sees a picture of Cora on the back a newspaper. It is a 
missing person ad. Josh pushes his way forward.

JOSH
Excuse me, sir where is the nearest hotel?

CASHIER
There’s a Super 8 about 5 miles up the 
road. 

JOSH
Great, thanks.

Chase puts his hand on Josh’s back and guides the gang out of the gas 
station.
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CHASE
We don’t need a stuffy motel. We’ve got 
the great outdoors.

JOSH
Yeah well the great outdoors is causing my 
scoliosis to act up. 

EXT. MOTEL - DAY

The gang arrives outside the front lobby. The sign is rusty and trash 
overflows from a trashcan. 

CHASE
Well it’s not Raddison, but I bet it’s cheap. 

INT. MOTEL LOBBY - DAY

Chase and Noelle stand at the front desk. Josh paces the lobby while 
Mark and Lucinda have slouched on the couches. The HOTEL CLERK, a 
very old and haggard woman with a thick Southern accent, is rings them 
up.

CLERK
Let’s see, one double queen room for the 
five of you’s. It’ll come out to $135 for 
the night.

NOELLE
Jesus, don’t you think that’s a little high 
just to share a room with bedbugs?

Chase kicks Noelle behind the counter.

CHASE
I’m sorry, Miss but we’re a little short on 
money. Is there anyway you could give us 
some sort of a discount?
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CLERK
Well you’s all don’t seem to be senior 
citizens, so sorry no can do.

CHASE
Ma’am, you don’t understand. It’s very 
important that I stay here tonight. My 
parents met here, some forty years ago. 
This is where they fell in love. 

CLERK
Well that’s very nice but--

CHASE
And, well it’s very sad actually. My parents 
passed away in a very messy car accident 
a couple months ago.  

Josh rolls his eyes and exits the lobby, while Lucinda listens and looks 
enthralled. 

CHASE (CONT’D)
Tonight is the anniversary of them 
meeting here, and I was really hoping that 
I would be able to feel some sort of 
connection to them again. I’d give 
anything just to feel that they were with 
me. You can understand that, can’t you.

CLERK
Oh you poor boy. Of course I can. I wanna 
help you, I really do, but if you can’t pay, 
you can’t stay.

The clerk points to a sign that says those very words.

CHASE
Oh but I can. Just not now. Here...

Chase reaches into his wallet and pulls out his money.
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CHASE (CONT’D)
Take all the money I have and before we 
leave I’ll get you the rest. I promise. 

He flashes her a cheeky smile.

CHASE (CONT’D)
It’ll just be between you and me...

He looks at her name card.

CHASE (CONT’D)
...Madge. What a beautiful name.

MADGE
Alright, alright.

The clerk turns around and writes something in a binder. She pulls a key 
off the wall.

MADGE (CONT’D)
Just don’t tell my boss, okay?

She hands him the key. He grabs her hand.

CHASE
Bless your soul.

As he takes the key saunters out of the lobby.

EXT. MOTEL - DAY

Josh is looking at a bulletin board with flyers on them when Chase enters 
followed by Noelle, Mark, and Lucinda.

LUCINDA 
That was such a beautiful story, Chase. 
I’m so glad we can be here with you to 
share this experience.
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CHASE
Huh? That was all bullshit. My parents met 
at a gala in the Hamptons. They are still 
very much alive and very much assholes.  

Chase laughs and Lucinda looks disappointed.

NOELLE
You could be a little nicer.

CHASE
Yeah, yeah. Pot. Kettle. Josh, you finding 
anything, buddy?

JOSH
Yard work, escort service, and some 
missing persons ad. 

MARK
So yard work it is then. Unless Joshy wants 
to become a lady of the night.

Chase looks at the bulletin board.

CHASE
Wait, look at the bounty on this missing 
chick.

JOSH
Yeah it’s a grand, but it’s a long shot.

CHASE
Have a little faith.

Chase grabs the flyer and runs back into the lobby. 

INT. MOTEL LOBBY - DAY

Chase runs in with Noelle and the flyer in his hand. He startles the clerk.
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CHASE
Hello again, my dear Madge. You wouldn’t 
happen to know when this sign went up do 
you?

Madge pulls her reading glasses to her eyes and looks at the sign.

MADGE
They put it up today. They’re guests here. 
A shame what happened to ‘em. She’s 
their only child.

CHASE
What room are they staying in?

MADGE
I’m afraid I can’t tell you, son. That’s 
private information.

CHASE
Cmon’ Madge. Aren’t we past legalities? 

MADGE
Not this one. 

NOELLE
Chase, you got a dollar?

Chase reaches into his pocket and pulls out a couple quarters. Noelle 
walks down the hallway adjacent from the desk area. She attempts to get 
a soda from the vending machine. 

NOELLE (CONT’D)
Madge I think there’s something wrong 
with the machine. 

MADGE
Just put the quarters in the slot sweetie.

Noelle fumbles around with the machine. She turns to the back of it and 
unplugs it from the wall. 
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NOELLE
Which slot. There are so many.

MADGE
There’s just the one.

NOELLE
Oh God. I think I broke something.

Madge rushes around the desk and walks down the hallway. When she 
reaches the vending machine Noelle points her to the back of the 
machine. 

Noelle then glances at Chase. She signals to him with her eyes to go 
behind the counter. Chase does so and gets to the binder and flips 
through the pages to find the name that matches the one on his flyer. 
When he does he runs back to the desk. 

Madge plugs the machine back in.

MADGE
There. Don’t know how that happened. 
Must be the rats.

Noelle exits the lobby followed by Chase. Through the window we see 
Noelle toss Chase the soda and wink at him.

EXT. MOTEL ROOM DOOR - DAY

Chase knocks on the door in a rhythmic pattern. KEN BENSON, a large 
man wearing overalls answers the door.

CHASE
Hello sir, I’d like to do some business with 
you. 

KEN
We’re not buying.
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CHASE
Oh no, I’m not selling anything. Well, 
besides my expertise. 

Chase pulls out a crumpled flyer from his pocket.

CHASE (CONT’D)
I take it, this is your daughter?

MAE BENSON, a middle aged hippie looking woman, comes to the door. 
She looks the gang up and down.

MAE
Did they say something about Cora, Ken?

KEN
No. Go back inside Mae. 

CHASE
Not so fast ma’am. I can help you. 

KEN
There is no way a bunch of teenagers can 
help us find our daughter.

Ken shuts the door but chase juts his foot in the way.

CHASE
What if I said we’ve already found her.

KEN
This isn’t some game, kid. 

CHASE
Jeez, you’d think someone would be glad 
to hear information on their missing child. 
Especially considering the state she’s in. 

MAE
What state? What’s wrong with my baby?
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CHASE
Nothing to bad, a little rough around the 
edges. Some bruises here and then. But 
you know, I wouldn’t trust that guy she’s 
with. Reminded me a little too much of Sid 
Vicious. 

MAE
Ken that’s gotta be Vince. I told you he 
was trouble. 

CHASE
Vince, yep that’s right. Now would you 
care to join me in my office for a little 
Q&A. 

Chase motions to the pool deck.

EXT. POOL - MIDDAY

Ken and Mae are sat across a table from Chase and Noelle. Mark and 
Lucinda are sitting with their feet dipped in the pool. While Josh is putting 
sunscreen on in the shade and glares at Chase. 

KEN 
We found this list in Cora’s room. It’s a list 
of all these small towns. We’ve been to 
each but haven’t had any luck. 

MAE
We just want her back. She’s such a good 
girl. 

KEN
Straight A’s. Steady Job. Good Heart.

MAE 
It’s just so out of character for her to just 
leave like that. 
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KEN
I’ll tell you what, it’s that boyfriend of hers 
that steered her wrong. 

MAE
And to think for so long we thought he was 
a nice boy. He was a member of the 
church choir. 

KEN
But he was just too much older. One night 
I found him at the pub. He kept rambling 
on and on about his music career. He’s a 
bad seed I’m telling you.

CHASE
Well you’re in luck because I happen to 
know a thing or too about bad seeds. 

ACT II:

INT. STAPLES - DAY

The gang is at the copy station cutting out the reward section of the 
flyer and pasting in their cellphone number. They then start making 
copies. Noelle leans against a copier away from the rest of the gang. 
Chase approaches her and begins using the machine.

NOELLE
This is messed up.

CHASE
No darling, it’s tactical. 

NOELLE
Chase, are you sure about this?
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CHASE
What’s the big deal? We’re just making 
sure no else encroaches on our territory. 

NOELLE
That’s not what I meant. This is heavy 
stuff we’re dealing with. We need to stop 
and think for a minute here.

Chase frowns and turns away.

CHASE
I guess it finally happened.

NOELLE
Huh?

CHASE
You finally lost your sense of adventure. I 
knew it’d happen someday, but this soon is 
really such a tragedy. 

NOELLE
Screw you. I’m plenty adventurous. 

She grabs a stack of copies and hangs one up by the entrance of the 
store. Chase smiles and grabs the other stack.

INT. DINER - DAY

Mark is seen showing a picture of Cora to a waitress. Chase is sitting with 
his arm around a female costumer, eating off her food plate. Across 
from him is Noelle who is sitting uncomfortably. Lucinda and Mark are 
seen outside through a window handing out flyers.

CHASE
As I was saying. Do you mind?
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He gestures to the customers plate, grabs a french fry and shoves it in 
his mouth. 

CHASE (CONT’D)
This chick just up and leaves. Parents think 
it’s her boyfriend’s fault. Personally, I think 
differently. I’d leave home too if those 
bumpkins were my parents.

He grabs some more food.

CHASE (CONT’D)
These aren’t good for a girl with a fine 
figure like yours anyway.

NOELLE
Hey buddy, wanna get to the point?

CHASE
Oh right. So this is her.

He hands them a picture.

CHASE (CONT’D)
Think you’ve seen her? She might be with 
this guy.

He hands them a picture of Vince. The people look at the picture and 
shake their head “no”.

CHASE (CONT’D)
Rats. 

EXT. DINER - DAY

Lucinda and Josh show people who are walking by pictures of Cora. Again 
the person Lucinda is talking to is tuning her out.

LUCINDA
I ran away once when I was younger too.
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A man walks by. She hands him the picture.

LUCINDA (CONT’D)
Have you see this girl?

The man shakes his head “no” and hands back the picture.

LUCINDA (CONT’D)
Keep it. If you see her, call the number on 
the back.

She shoves the picture back at him but he walks off and throws it away.

LUCINDA (CONT’D)
Okay, rude. Ahem.

(mimicking Josh’s voice)
Why’d you run away, Lulu?

(back to her voice)
I’m glad you asked, Josh. Well, when I was 
thirteen, I had just gotten caught by the 
stupid mall cop. My parents freaked.   

JOSH
Neat.

Josh hands a picture to a woman walking by.

JOSH (CONT’D)
If you see this girl, please call us.  The 
number is on the back.

LUCINDA
I don’t know why they did.

JOSH
What?
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LUCINDA
Why they freaked. It was their fault. They 
wouldn’t buy me anything from 
Abercrombie. They said the clothing was 
too tight. All I wanted was one of those 
damn shirts with the moose on the boob. 
So I had to take matters into my own five 
fingers. Apparently, my parents didn’t like 
the idea that their perfect little angel was 
a felon.

JOSH
Can we just focus on the task at hand, 
Lulu?

LUCINDA
I am. See?

She hands another woman a picture. Lucinda smiles at Josh while doing 
so.

JOSH
Great. 

LUCINDA
So after they flipped at me I just left.

JOSH
Who?

LUCINDA
My parent, dummy. It’s like they don’t 
care about me at all. 

JOSH
Jesus Lucinda shut up. I’d kill for my 
parents to flip at me. Hell I’d kill for them 
just to remember what I’m allergic too. 
You don’t understand a thing about 
parents not caring. 
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So stop going on about how misunderstood 
you are, because the people you’re with? 
They are the ones who are really fucked 
up. You’re just fine.

Josh sighs

JOSH (CONT’D)
Listen, just go over there and pass out 
these flyers. It’s better that we don’t talk.

INT. DINER - DAY

Mark waves Chase and Noelle over.

CHASE
Well have a good one, ladies.

(beat)
Just one more.

He grabs a handful more of fries and approaches the counter. Noelle 
mouths sorry to them and follows Chase.

CHASE (CONT’D)
You beckoned?

MARK
This woman says she saw Cora.

He points to the WAITRESS, a 30 something year old who looks less than 
entertained.

CHASE
Well isn’t that helpful? Please do tell us 
what you know. 

WAITRESS.
Like I was telling your friend. She was in 
here early with some dude. They didn’t tip. 
You know waitresses live off tips. You 
should always tip. 
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NOELLE
Do you remember anything they were 
saying. Maybe where they were going?

WAITRESS.
Not really. Her greasy lookin’ boyfriend 
was talking about his demo tape. 

NOELLE
Great he’s a musician. Let’s reinforce 
more negative stereotypes. 

The waitress glares at her.

NOELLE (CONT’D)
Anything else?

WAITRESS.
Just that once he got this tape to some 
guy ‘round here then his career would 
skyrocket. Like it’s that easy. I should 
know I’m an actress. 

NOELLE
Of course you are. 

EXT. DINER - MIDDAY

Josh and Lucinda are on opposite sides of the diner when Chase, Mark 
and Noelle rejoin them. 

MARK
We got a new lead.

NOELLE
Apparently that dude she’s with is looking 
for some guy living in this town. 
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JOSH
So what, are we looking for three people 
now?

CHASE
If we find that guy, chances are we’ll find 
her boyfriend. 

JOSH
We’re not looking for her boyfriend, Chase. 
We’re looking for her.

CHASE
Joshy, you’ve got a brain don’t you? Start 
using it. We find her boyfriend, chances 
are we find her.

NOELLE
It’d be quicker if we spilt up. Think you 
guys can handle door to door duty?

JOSH
You mean more bitch work? 

NOELLE
Chase and I can take the town. 

MARK
That’s real cute. Chase, would you please 
tell your girlfriend that she is seriously 
cutting into our bro time.

NOELLE
Yeah well, if I put you two dumb asses 
together, we’d never get anything done.

CHASE
She’s got you there Mark.
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EXT. ICE CREAM PARLOUR - LATE AFTERNOON

Chase and Noelle walk up to an order window. The CLERK, a teenage boy 
sits with his feet propped against the window nodding off to sleep. 

NOELLE
About what I said back there. I didn’t mean 
that you’re a dumb ass. Mark can just be 
so obnoxious.  

CHASE
It’s cool. We all know the real reason we’re 
paired together is because you just can’t 
stand to be away from me.

NOELLE
Okay, maybe you are dumb.

Chase taps on the window.

CHASE
Excuse me.

(beat)
Yo bro, you good?

The boy falls forward. 

CLERK
Oh shit. Sorry, what can I get for you?

CHASE
Nothing. Oh wait.

NOELLE
Focus.

CHASE
Buzzkill.

(to Clerk)
We’re looking for this girl.

Chase hands him a picture.
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CHASE (CONT’D)
And this guy.

He hands him another picture.

CHASE (CONT’D)
And this other guy, but we don’t have his 
picture yet.

CLERK
Haven’t seen ‘em.

CHASE
Well maybe you can help up with 
something else.

CLERK
Whadda you guys need some weed?

CHASE
Hell yeah.

NOELLE
No, Jesus Chase, five minutes of focusing. 
That’s all I need from you right now.

CHASE
You’re so boring.

NOELLE
If I were looking for someone to jump start 
my music career around here where would 
I go?

CLERK
The radio station’s the only place that 
comes to mind. There’s a guy there who 
used to be a promoter in L.A.

NOELLE
Perfect! Which way?
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The clerk points.

CLERK
I could give you a ride. I got my tandeem 
parked around back. 

He winks at her. Chase laughs and high fives the clerk. They walk away.

CHASE
Get it.

NOELLE
Disgusting.

EXT. NEIGHBORHOOD - EARLY EVENING 

Josh and Mark walk away from a porch as Lucinda sits on the curb. 

MARK
We’ve got nothing.

The three start walking in silence. Mark walks between Josh and Lucinda. 

MARK (CONT’D)
Wow Lulu. I think this is the longest I’ve 
ever heard you go without talking. What’d 
you run out of stories?

Lucinda shrugs and Josh looks over at her.

MARK (CONT’D)
I’m bored. You guys bored?

JOSH
Welcome to the world of being Chase 
Riley’s entourage. Once again we’re 
wrapped up in one of his ridiculous 
schemes stuck doing the boring work. 
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MARK
Well I intend to make things more 
interesting.

He pulls out a bag of weed. 

MARK (CONT’D)
What do you say guys?

Josh grabs the bag.

JOSH
You can’t pull that shit out in broad 
daylight you idiot.

Lucinda stops and pulls down the heal of her shoe to reveal blisters.

LUCINDA
Crap. 

JOSH
Jesus, maybe we should stop.

Lucinda looks away from Josh and crosses her arms.

JOSH (CONT’D)
You know what? You guys go ahead. I’m 
just gonna head back to the hotel. I need 
to clear my mind. 

INT. RADIO STATION FRONT DESK - EVENING

Chase and Noelle are waiting for the RECEPTIONIST, a hip looking 20 
something year old man. The radio station itself looks like it is in the a 
time machine from the 1970’s.

CHASE
I’m just saying, you could have gotten his 
digits. 
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The receptionist walks over to them.

RECEPTIONIST
What can I help you all with?

NOELLE
I’ve got this demo, and word on the street 
is that if I bring it here I can get my big 
break.

RECEPTIONIST
Well it doesn’t exactly work that way, but 
we’ll see what we can do.

The receptionist makes a phone call while Chase and Noelle are off to the 
side.

CHASE
I wonder if Barry Manilow got his start 
here.

RECEPTIONIST
I’m sorry Miss, but our DJ is currently with 
someone. I can schedule you for a meeting 
at a different time.

CHASE
Who’s he with?

RECEPTIONIST
I’m afraid that’s confidential. We often 
have very big stars in and we don’t want 
to cause a stir.

NOELLE
We both know who’s ever behind those 
doors is a nobody. 

She shows him the picture of Vince.
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NOELLE (CONT’D)
Just tell me. Is it this man?

RECEPTIONIST
I can neither confirm nor deny that.

CHASE
That’s a yes.

RECEPTIONIST
Please have a seat. I’ll let you know if the 
DJ can see you later.

INT. RADIO STATION OFFICE - EVENING

Vince stands opposite of a seated MR. PENDERSON, an old wealthy 
looking man. Vince grips a copy of his demo cd. 

VINCE
Please, man, give me a shot. You won’t be 
sorry.

MR. PENDERSON
I’d like to help you but I’m not taking on 
any new projects right now.

VINCE
So make an exception. 

MR. PENDERSON
What makes you think you’re worth it.

VINCE
Have you even heard my songs? I’ve got 
raw talent. I’m not some teenie bopper. My 
music is real.
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MR. PENDERSON
Yeah, you and every other George Harrison 
wannabe, but there is a reason people only 
paid attention to Paul and John. 

VINCE
Mr. Penderson, I need this.

MR. PENDERSON
Everyone needs something Mr. Keller, but 
do they deserve it.

VINCE
You don’t understand. My girl’s running out 
on me because I have nothing. This is all 
I’ve got left. 

INT. RADIO STATION LOBBY - EVENING

Noelle gets up from her seat and walks down the hallway. 

RECEPTIONIST
Excuse me, Miss, you can’t go down that 
way.

NOELLE
Oh I’m just going to the rest room. 

RECEPTIONIST
Well that’s lovely, but it’s not in that 
direction.

Noelle takes off sprinting down the corridor. 

INT. HALLWAY - EVENING

Noelle, out of breath, reaches the end of the hallway. She puts her head 
up again the door, listening in. When she hears voices she tries to open 
the door but it’s locked. 
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INT. RADIO STATION FRONT DESK--EVENING

MR. PENDERSON
Play at a couple open mics at the bar. Get 
a local following and then maybe we can 
talk. Now I’m sorry but that’s all I’ve got. 

EXT. HALLWAY - EVENING

Running towards Noelle is the receptionist and a SECURITY GUARD, a 
scrawny middle aged man. She looks around to find an exit but there are 
none in sight.

NOELLE
Shit.

The security guard grabs Noelle and leads her back down the hall.

INT. RADIO STATION OFFICE - EVENING

VINCE
That’s bullshit.

MR. PENDERSON 
I beg your pardon?

VINCE
That’s amateur hour. I’m better than that. 
You’ve gotta give me something better.

MR. PENDERSON
Mr. Keller, there’s nothing. And frankly I 
don’t gotta give you anything. In fact with 
you’re pretentious attitude, I’d be 
surprised if anyone did. Now please kindly 
do me the favor of getting the hell out of 
my office.
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INT. SECURITY GUARD OFFICE--EVENING

Chase and Noelle are sitting, while the officer fiddles with a pile of 
papers. 

SECURITY
I’ve just gotta fill out this misconduct 
report and than I’ll let y’all on your way. 

NOELLE
Can you just let us off with a warning and 
send us on our way?

SECURITY
We take these things very seriously A 
small town radio station’s security is 
nothing to scoff at. 

From the doorway, Chase and Noelle see Vince storm out of the radio 
station, get on his motorcycle and drive away.

CHASE
Just great.

(beat)
Why are you smirking.

NOELLE
(whispers)

Because I know where he’s going.

CHASE
Is that so?

NOELLE
How do you feel about open mic nights.

SECURITY
Okay, now let’s see. Ah, right. Names?

NOELLE
Mary-Anne Swallow.
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ACT III:

INT. PUB - EVENING

Chase and Noelle enter the bar, which has a boho vibe. A musician is 
performing on the small stage with his back to the door.

Chase Nudges Noelle and nods towards the musician. They face him. 

NOELLE
That’s not our guy. Do you see him 
anywhere?

CHASE
Nope.

NOELLE
Right then. Let’s go.

Noelle walks away. Chase grabs her by the hand.

CHASE
Not so fast. We just got here. He might 
still show up. Plus I’m starving.

He leads her to the bar. He pulls out a fake i.d.

CHASE (CONT’D)
And thirsty. 

NOELLE
How’d you--

CHASE
Don’t worry about it. Barkeep one...

He points around the cocktail list.
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CHASE (CONT’D)
Chocolatini? What even is that? Your top 
cocktail for your more rotund cliental? 

A man next to him coughs. He is drinking a Chocolatini. Noelle stifles a 
laugh while Chase avoids eye contact.

CHASE (CONT’D)
Gin Sling thanks.

Noelle looks at her hand that Chase is still holding and smiles.

NOELLE
Wow, you must be rich. You know a normal 
kid would just order a beer.

CHASE
You mean a normal kid would order piss 
water.

Across the bar a group of people exit revealing CORA BENSON sitting on 
a couch. Chase stops holding Noelle’s hand. He grabs a picture from his 
pocket. 

CHASE (CONT’D)
And you wanted to leave. 

INT. PUB COUCH - EVENING

Cora is sitting looking bummed out at a pile of nachos in front of her. 
Chase and Noelle approach her. 

CHASE
Bump into any cute guys at a truck stop 
recently?

CORA
Why? Are you looking?
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CHASE
Pretty and Witty. You know I think there’s 
a song in this.

Cora sees Noelle eyeing the Nachos. 

CORA
You can have ‘em. 

NOELLE
You are an angel. 

CHASE
The names Chase, and this lovely lady 
stuffing her face is my dear sister Noelle. 

Noelle looks up from the plate with a mouth full of food shocked but 
quickly covers it up with a smile.

CORA
Cora.

CHASE
I like that. Now Cora, you know it’s not 
safe for beautiful young women to be 
alone at bars late at night. Too many 
creeps like that guy.

Chase nodes to a hairy man in a tank top with a beer belly unsuccessfully 
hitting on a group of college girls. Noelle is glares at Chase.

CORA
Wow. That’s good. Indirect yet still 
maintaining the underlining sleaze. How 
many times has that worked for you. 

NOELLE
Far too many.

CHASE
Hey, I’m just saying. You seem to get the 
picture though. 
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Seeing as that massive duffle bag you’re 
carrying is enough to knock any stalker 
right out. 

Cora puts her hand on her bag.

CORA
Well, you know. 

CHASE
So what’s up with it.

CORA
What?

CHASE
Your bag. What are you? Running away to 
join the circus or something?

CORA
Something like that.

CHASE
It’s not worth it. It doesn’t pay enough and 
carnies don’t know personal boundaries. 

A person at the pool table scratches. Cora groans.

CORA
Horrible form.

CHASE
You play?

CORA
Play is an understatement. I perfect.

CHASE
Well now I have to see. 
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Chase picks up a pool stick. 

CHASE (CONT’D)
Come along then. Show me what you’ve 
got.

Noelle gets up to join them. 

CHASE (CONT’D)
That’s alright Nacho breath. You can stay 
there.

Noelle scoffs while the hairy man sits next to her. 

EXT. WOODS - EVENING

Lucinda and Mark are smoking.

LUCINDA
Josh is a real prick. 

MARK
This is news to you?

Lucinda grabs the joint from his hand and walks 10 feet away. She turns 
back moments later.

LUCINDA
You can’t just compare your problems to 
mine. You guys don’t have a patent on 
being screwed up.

MARK
What did Josh say to you, lulu?

LUCINDA
(ignoring him)

Just because my parents love me doesn’t 
mean I’m supposed to be happy. 
(beat)
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Do you know what obsessive compulsive 
disorder is.

MARK
Vaguely.

Lucinda throws him a candy bar from her pocket. 

LUCINDA
From the gas station. I don’t steal because 
I think it’s cool. I have these compulsions. 
If I don’t do it, I start to feel weird. My 
chest gets heavy and I can’t breathe. It’s 
like a heart attack but it stays for hours.

MARK
I didn’t realize.

LUCINDA
I’m the only one in my family with this kind 
of illness. They say it’s not real. That I’m 
just making things difficult. 

She starts to breathe heavily. She takes another drag and coughs.

LUCINDA (CONT’D)
Following you guys was just another 
compulsion. And it was a mistake.   

She begins to tear up. She is breathing more rapidly and tries to take a 
hit. Mark takes the joint out of her hand and stomps it on the ground. She 
beings to cry, he pushes her hair out of her face and puts his arm around 
her shoulder pulling her closer to him.

MARK
Stop. C’mon Lulu, you tellin’ me that you’d 
rather be back there?

LUCINDA
I just don’t want to be scared anymore.
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INT. PUB POOL TABLE - LATER

Chase propped up against the table while Cora sets the pool table. 

CHASE
Okay best two out of three?

CORA
Why not. I’ve got nothing better to do and 
it’s fun to see you lose. 

CHASE
I’m just a little rusty.

Cora positions her shot. 

CHASE (CONT’D)
So really what’s up with the bag? 

CORA
Life’s messy I guess.

CHASE
It can’t be so messy that you have spend 
your nights like this.

CORA
There’s this guy.

CHASE
Don’t tell me you’re taken. 

CORA
He’s gone now. Whatever he was a jerk.

CHASE 
His lose.

Chase pulls off his flannel and throws it on the side of the table. He flexes 
his muscles while shooting. Noelle watches him as Cora fixates on the 
flannel.
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INT. FLASHBACK BUSY COFFEE SHOP - EVENING

Vince is strumming on his banjo on a small stage. He lightly sings to 
himself as he checks out Cora. She is serving customers and spills coffee 
on herself. 

CORA
Shit!

She grabs a towel and wipes herself off. 

CORA (CONT’D)
Great. 

Vince removes his flannel revealing an undershirt. He tosses the shirt to 
Cora. Cora mouths ‘thank you’ to him.

EXT. FLASHBACK DOWNTOWN - EVENING

Cora is locking the door to the now dark coffee shop. She is wearing the 
flannel. Vince appears and grabs her hand. Vince now has his banjo 
strung around his back. The arm of it hits Cora on the head.

Vince puts his hand on her head and laughs. 

CORA
Was that new music I heard you playing 
today?

VINCE
Yeah just a couple of stuff I’ve been 
working on.

CORA
Well it’s nice. 

She grabs his hand with both of her hands

CORA (CONT’D)
You’re nice.
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VINCE
Cor, I’m leaving town soon. 

CORA
Going on vacation?

VINCE
No. 

He pulls out a list from his pocket.

VINCE (CONT’D)
Look. These are record labels all around 
the country. They sign musicians like me. 

CORA
You’ve been doing you’re research.

Cora lets go of his hand but continues to walk with him.

VINCE
I want you to come with me. I’m leaving 
next week but I don’t want to go without 
you.

CORA
Next week? You can’t be serious. You know 
how important school is too me. I can’t 
just leave.

She stops walking.

CORA (CONT’D)
Please don’t go.

VINCE
This is something I have to do. 

Cora walks away from him. She calls back to him.
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CORA
Why wait a week? Leave now and make it 
easier on both of us.

INT. FLASHBACK DINING ROOM - EVENING

The sound of silverware clicking on not-so-fine china is broken by Mae 
Benson. Cora is blankly staring at her food.

MAE
How’s the turnips, Ken?

KEN
Fine, Mae.

MAE
I think I picked them too soon. They aren’t 
ripe enough.

KEN
They are fine sweetheart. Cora eat 
something.

CORA
I’m not hungry.

MAE
It’s the turnips isn’t it, Cora. They just 
taste funky.

CORA
Maura heard back from Colorado State 
today. Full ride to the honors program. 

KEN
That’s nice.

CORA
It must be exciting getting an acceptance 
letter. 
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KEN
And horrifying getting a rejection letter.

MAE
Good thing our Cora doesn’t ever have to 
worry about that. You’ve got your whole 
future right here on our farm.

CORA
But what if I wanted something else?

KEN
I don’t know why you would. 

CORA
Maybe because you’re life bores me? 

MAE
Cora!

CORA
Every night it’s the same thing. Sweetie 
how are the turnips? Fine sweetie. Really 
sweetie I think I picked them to soon. You 
ever think to, oh I don’t know, wait two 
days longer to pick your god damn 
turnips?

Cora grabs her plate and rushes out of the room.

INT. FLASHBACK KITCHEN - EVENING

Cora is bent over the sink scrubbing the dishes. Her mother enters and 
knocks on the door frame. She picks up a cookbook and opens it. She 
removes a brochure from it. 

MAE
I was gonna wait to surprise you. 

She hands her the brochure. 
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MAE (CONT’D)
I know how much you wanna get out. 

Cora stands silently looking at the brochure

MAE (CONT’D)
Now it’s not exactly college but it’s pretty 
close.  It’s a great school and your father 
and I can visit you on the weekends. I know 
you’ll--

CORA
Mom, this isn’t a school it’s one of those 
nutty alternative education places.

MAE
It’ll be good for you. They promote 
learning through Christianity and 
agriculture. 

CORA
I don’t wanna go.

MAE
You’ve got to start getting serious about 
you’re life. 

CORA
I really don’t want to be a farmer Mom, I 
want to travel the world and do research. 

MAE
No one from our family in five generations 
has left this farm. Leaving is just not an 
option. 

Mae exits the room.

MAE (CONT’D)
You start school on Monday.
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INT. FLASHBACK RV - NIGHT

Vince is sitting in a reclining chair strumming a few notes on his guitar 
and then writes them down in a notebook. Off screen there is small 
crackling sound. Vince looks through the window. On a branch he see’s 
his flannel and smiles. 

EXT. FLASHBACK RV LOT - NIGHT

Vince climbs out of his RV and sees Cora standing with a duffle bag 
around her arm. He ushers her into the RV.

INT. PUB - NIGHT

A two pool balls smash into each other. 

CORA
I couldn’t go to that school. It’s like they 
brain wash you there. 

Chase misses a ball.

CORA (CONT’D)
So how long have you been on the road?

CHASE
How’d you-?

CORA
Dirty clothes. Unkempt hair.

CHASE
A while.

CORA
Think you have room for a stow-away?

Chase looks at Noelle who is violently shaking her head ‘no’.
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CORA (CONT’D)
You good man?

CHASE
Hmm? Oh yeah I’m fine. 

CORA
It’s your turn. 

CHASE
Well then I’m not good. Maybe you could 
show me your technique. 

She puts her arms around him and guides him. When she puts her hand 
on his wrist he looks at his bracelet from Coletta. He then looks over at 
Noelle who is glaring at him.

CORA
Well this is an interesting role reversal.

CHASE
I suppose I should do something manly 
then? 

CORA
Like what. 

She leans in closer to him as if to kiss him. Noelle brushes past them and 
exits the room. Cora backs off.

CORA (CONT’D)
Is she alright?

CHASE
She gets claustrophobic sometimes. Might 
be too hectic in here for her. I better go 
check on her.
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EXT. PUB - EVENING

Noelle is sitting underneath a neon sign covering a window. She is shaking 
her head and breathing deeply. Chase enters

NOELLE
Go away Chase.

CHASE
Man, looks are deceiving. No one would 
know that a cute little girl like you could go 
full on linebacker. You almost knocked me 
over back there.

NOELLE
Don’t do that.

Chase laughs while Noelle stays stern.

CHASE
But that’s my main M.O. I’m a dreamboat.

NOELLE
Great. Congrats. Would you go away 
please.

CHASE
No, you don’t get to look at me like that 
the whole night and then not give me an 
explanation. 

NOELLE
It’s just...Forget it please, let’s just go 
back inside. 

CHASE
It’s just what Noelle?

NOELLE
I really don’t want to have this 
conversation with you right now. 
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CHASE
Well I do, so you’re out numbered.

NOELLE
What? That doesn’t even make sense.

CHASE
Shh.

Chase puts his finger to her lips to shush her. Noelle leans in for a kiss. 
She stops and pushes him away. 

CHASE (CONT’D)
Jesus Noelle, what’s gotten into you.

NOELLE
You have. You’ve gotten under my skin 
and I’m mad that I’ve let you. 

She studies him for a moment.

NOELLE (CONT’D)
You’re such a smooth talker. Everybody 
love you. Why should I be expected to be 
immune. 

Chase smiles at her.

NOELLE (CONT’D)
Oh god. Please forget that I said that. I’m 
going to go find a hole to die in now.

She attempts to walk away, but Chase pulls her back.

CHASE
You drive me crazy.

NOELLE
No that’s okay, please, by all means, add 
salt to the wound.
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CHASE
You know how much discipline I needed all 
these years? I had to fight every single 
day to keep from getting us both in 
trouble. I had to tell myself that you 
weren’t that special, when in reality even 
you shoving nacho’s into your grumpy 
face makes me crazy about you. And I’m 
the bad g--

Noelle interrupts him by kissing him.

INT. PUB POOL TABLE--EVENING

The hairy man stand by the pool table gazing at Cora, in an effort to 
evade him Cora leafs through a pile of concert flyers on a nearby table, 
when she comes across her missing persons flyer. 

CORA
Unbelievable. 

She walks towards the exit of the bar grasping the flyer. She reaches the 
window with the neon sign from the inside and catches them kissing. 
Disgust comes over her face. She hears them talking. She approaches the 
exit to get a better listen.

NOELLE
Okay, but do you have to be so sleazy?

CHASE
I doing this for us. I’m so close. 
We just need to get her back to her folks. 

NOELLE
I’m starting to like that lawn mowing idea 
more and more. This doesn’t feel right.

CHASE
That’s pocket change compared to what’s 
going to be owed to us. 
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Cora looks over the flyer again and notices the reward for bringing Cora 
back on it. She crumples the paper and rushes back to the hairy man.

CORA
Phone?

HAIRY MAN
Yerp. 

He hands her it as she escapes to the bathroom. He follows her rear with 
his gaze. 

ACT IV. 

INT. PUB - EVENING

Chase and Noelle re-enter the bar as Cora is coming out of the bathroom. 

CORA
You okay?

CHASE
She’s fine.

A musician begins to play a slow folk song. Cora closes her eyes and nods 
along. 

CORA
I love this song.

CHASE
Really? You don’t seem like the self-
deprecating indie music type.

CORA
Oh no, not at all. I’m strictly a John 
Denver kind of girl. Vince, though, he 
loved this crap. I know it’s dumb, but this 
was sorta our song.
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NOELLE
I don’t think that’s dumb at all.

CHASE
You said he was a jerk. Don’t go all sappy 
on me now.

CORA
It’s never that simple though, is it.

CHASE
He left you. It seems pretty simple to me.

CORA
It’s more than that. 

CHASE
Then enlighten me.

CORA
Yes he is bad. Okay, he drinks a lot and 
has this stupid pipe dream but he is also 
passionate. He has so much good in him. 
He opened up a world to me that I would 
have never had without him.

CHASE
And what world is he showing you now? 
The inside of a dive bar?

CORA
Every relationship has it’s bumps. Doesn’t 
it Noelle?

NOELLE
I wouldn’t really know.

Cora gives Noelle an all-knowing look.
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CORA
Now I’m not one to judge, but even I can 
admit that brother and sisters swappin’ 
spit is wrong. 

NOELLE
We’re not--

CORA
Siblings? I figured as much. How dare you--

CHASE
Cora, give it a rest. You’re so young. Go 
back to your parents. Finish school. Just 
talk to them. They love you, I’m sure 
they’ll listen. They just want you home.

From the window we see Vince pull up on his motorcycle.

CORA
I’m so young? You’re only two years older 
than me! Where do you get off acting like 
you’ve got life all figured out.

CHASE
Darling, I’m the king of daddy and mommy 
issues. Trust me you’ve got it easy.

Cora grabs her bag and walks.

NOELLE
Cora, wait.

Noelle runs after her.

EXT. PUB--EVENING

Cora is standing next to Vince putting a helmet on. Noelle appears just as 
he gets off his bike.
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VINCE
I’m glad you called.

CORA
Me too.

NOELLE
Cora, please come back inside. We can 
talk this out.

VINCE
Whose this chick?

NOELLE
Not important.

Chase appears.

CHASE
Oh great. The musicians here.

VINCE
And this guy? He’s not important either?

CHASE
I’m nothing. Hey why don’t you play us a 
nice round of Kumbaya?

NOELLE
Chase. Watch it.

VINCE
You better listen to her, buddy.

CORA
Let’s just go.

CHASE
Don’t leave so fast sweetheart.

He grabs her hand but Vince pushes it away from him and tightens his 
grip. Noelle notices Cora struggling with her hand. 
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VINCE
Back off, man. 

CHASE
Woah woah, calm down. I don’t want any 
trouble here. 

Chase puffs out his chest and moves closer to Vince.

CHASE (CONT’D)
I don’t get what you see in this schmuck.

Vince winds-up a fist but Cora grabs his other hand.

CORA
So not worth you’re time Vin. 

CHASE
Yeah Vin. 

Cora knees Chase in the groin. Chase bends over grabbing his manily-
hood. Vince and Cora get on the motorcycle and drive away. As they 
leave Noelle sees a bright orange tag for an RV lot dangling from the 
review mirror

NOELLE
You kinda deserved that. 

CHASE 
God damnit. You’re timings great, you 
know that right?

NOELLE
Excuse me?

CHASE
You picked the perfect time to go all love 
actually on me. You’ve screwed everything 
up.
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NOELLE
Remind me later to yell at you for that. 
Right now we’ve gotta call the Benson’s. 

CHASE
What, now you wanna turn her over to her 
parents? I can’t keep up with you.

NOELLE
Yeah well, she could be in actual danger 
now. You saw him.

CHASE
We can’t go on another goose chase for 
her.

NOELLE
Huh. You didn’t see the tags on his bike? 
And I’m the one that screws things up.

Noelle grabs a bike and motions for Chase to grab the other one. 

CHASE
Tags?

NOELLE
Lot tags. Call her parents.

INT. RV - NIGHT

As Cora is unpacks her bag. Vince tunes his guitar. Next to him are two 
empty cans of beer.

VINCE
Get me another beer will ya?

Vince starts singing a song in a low voice. Cora grabs the beer but holds 
onto it and sits next to him.
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CORA
You know how much I believe in you, right?

(beat)
If we’re gonna make this work. We need to 
make some changes. Would you listen to 
me please!

VINCE
What do you want out of me. 

CORA
I just want to get back to our plan.

VINCE
I wasn’t aware we were straying away 
from the plan.

CORA
We were gonna settle down. I was gonna 
go to school. 

EXT. CAMPGROUND - NIGHT

Noelle and Cora arrive on bike. They scan the lot and Noelle points out 
the right RV. They approach it and crouch behind a set of lawn furniture. 
Through the window we see Cora and Vince.

VINCE
That just sounds like your plan. What 
happens to my music.

CORA
You can still play. I want you too! But a 
part time job wouldn’t hurt.

VINCE
So you’re asking me to give up my dreams 
for yours.

He tries to grab the beer out of her hand. Cora holds it away.
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CORA
I was also thinking.

VINCE
Great more thinking.

CORA
Maybe you can cut back on the drinking. 

VINCE
So you don’t want me to do music and you 
don’t want me to drink. Do you even want 
me?

CORA
Jesus, you’re not listening to me. I’m just 
tired of mindlessly following your pipe 
dream.

VINCE
Pipe dream? Why’d you even call me if 
you feel this way. I think part of you likes 
living with uncertainty. I’m the first person 
to bring adventure into your life. 

He grabs the beer out of her hand.

CORA
Useless. 

She grabs her bag and starts towards the door, but he blocks her way.

VINCE
Where are you gonna go. No one will take 
you in. I’m the only one who gives a damn 
about you.

CORA
That’s not true.

Vince grabs her and pushes her against the wall.
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VINCE
You’re not leaving.

CORA
Get off me. 

EXT. CAMPGROUND--NIGHT

NOELLE
Oh god.

CHASE
I’ll be right back.

Chase gets up and Noelle tries to follow him.

CHASE (CONT’D)
Don’t move. Don’t you dare move.

INT. RV--NIGHT

CORA
 Get off. You’re hurting me. 

Chase burst in and pulls Vince off of Cora. Vince pushes Chase into the 
wall. 

VINCE
This asshole again?

Chase pushes Vince.

CHASE
What the hell is wrong with you man.

Vince punches Chase in the eye. Chase bends forward. Vince grabs 
Chase by the back of the shirt and rams him into a cabinet. Chase uses 
the surface of the cabinet to ground himself.
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Chase wraps his arm around Vince’s neck and begins punching him in the 
gut.

EXT. CAMPGROUND - NIGHT

NOELLE
Like hell, I won’t move.

She runs towards the RV but is stopped by a set of high beams. Cora’s 
parents are revealed. Noelle motions for her father.

INT. RV - NIGHT

Vince pulls out Chase’s legs from underneath him. Vince straightens up 
and stomps his foot on Chase’s knee. As the pressure increases Chase 
screams. Ken, a huge man, enters and pulls Vince off Chase and binds his 
arms behind him.

KEN
You’ve got two choices. I could call the 
police and get you locked up for statutory 
rape. Or you could leave my daughter and 
this young man alone for good.

VINCE
Get the fuck out of my home.

KEN
Not without my daughter.

VINCE
She’s mine.

KEN
Not anymore.

VINCE
Cora, baby, you’re not gonna go anywhere 
without me. You need me. 
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CORA
I’m sure I’ll be just fine.

Cora grabs her bag and exits.

EXT. CAMPGROUND - NIGHT

Cora approaches her mother. They hesitate and then embrace. Noelle 
looks towards them.

EXT. AIRPORT - MORNING FLASHBACK

A  fourteen year old Noelle is crying into her mother’s, DIANE’S shoulder.

NOELLE
I don’t wanna go, Mom.

DIANE
You’ll be just fine sweetheart.

NOELLE
Can’t I just come live with you?

DIANE
This will be good for you I promise. It’ll fly 
by. And when you get home it’ll just be 
you and me buddy. Well us, and our 
handsome crab fisherman.

Noelle’s grandmother, DEBRA, a well dressed young senior citizens, 
appears. Noelle laughs at her mothers joke. Diane stands up.

DEBRA
I’ve never understood that tacky joke of 
yours.

DIANE
This is really low mother. That school is 
toxic.
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DEBRA
Well I imagine I’ll get over it when your 
harlot of a daughter shapes up.

EXT. CAMPGROUND - NIGHT

Noelle fixates on the mother and daughter hugging for only a moment 
more before she sees Chase who is on the ground almost knocked out. 
Chase has already slunk down to the foot of the steps. He lets out a 
melodramatic moan. She kneels down.

NOELLE
Oh jeez.

CHASE
You gonna yell at me now?

NOELLE
Nah. I’ll just use rubbing alcohol on you’re 
wounds when I’m cleaning you up. That’s 
payback enough. 

CHASE
So you wanna play doctor then?

NOELLE
Oh my god. Shut up.

She pushes and he groans in pain.

NOELLE (CONT’D)
Whoops.

CHASE
Hey can I ask you something?

(beat)
Do I have a black eye?

NOELLE
Here let me see. I think so, yeah.
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CHASE
That’s so badass. 

EXT. MOTEL PARKING LOT - MORNING

Cora and her mother pack her things into her car while Ken talks to a 
policeman. 

CORA
Mom, I wanna go to school. I mean a real 
school. I won’t go far I promise. Can you at 
least allow me that.

MAE
If that’s what you want sweetie. Just as 
long as you don’t completely rule out the 
farm.

CORA
Hey someone’s gonna have to help you 
figure out when to pick those turnips.

The gang approaches.

MARK
I’m telling you man. That black eye is 
hardcore.

Chase and Mark high five.

CORA
Chase. Noelle. Thank you. I can’t tell you 
how grateful I am.

CHASE
Anytime, darling.

CORA
Stop it with that darling stuff. You’ve got a 
good girl here. Don’t screw that up.
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Mark looks at Chase quizzically. 

CHASE
Wanna go see who can hold their breath 
under water the longest?

MARK
Hell yeah.

Chase runs to the pool, followed by Mark, who is pulling Lucinda by the 
hips. Josh looks at Mark and Luncinda and frowns. 

JOSH
I better make sure they don’t die.

Cora hands Noelle a thick envelop. 

NOELLE
Thank you.

CORA
Hey, I’m worth ever penny.

Cora backs away into her car smiling at Noelle. Cora is once again 
embraced by her mother. Noelle looks on as her smile has faded.
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